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Finally, the first comprehensive guide to MQL programming is here! Expert
Advisor Programming guides you through the process of developing robust
automated forex trading systems for the popular MetaTrader 4 platform. In this
book, the author draws on several years of experience coding hundreds of expert
advisors for retail traders worldwide. You'll learn how to program these common
trading tasks, and much more: - Place market, stop and limit orders. - Accurately
calculate stop loss and take profit prices. - Calculate lot size based on risk. - Add
flexible trailing stops to your orders. - Count, modify and close multiple orders at
once. - Verify trading conditions using indicators and price data. - Create flexible
and reusable source code functions. - Add advanced features such as timers,
email alerts and Martingale lot sizing. - Avoid common trading errors and easily
troubleshoot your programs. - Adjustments for fractional pip brokers and FIFO. Plus, learn how to create your own custom indicators and scripts! Whether you're
a beginner or an experienced programmer, Expert Advisor Programming can
help you realize your automated trading ideas in the shortest amount of time.
This book features dozens of code examples with detailed explanations, fullyfunctioning example programs, and reusable functions that you can use in your
own expert advisors!
While most books on trading deal with general concepts and shy awayfrom
specifics, Forex Patterns and Probabilities providesyou with real-world strategies
and a rare sense of clarity aboutthe specific mechanics of currency trading.
Leading tradingeducator Ed Ponsi will explain the driving forces in the
currencymarkets and will provide strategies to enter, exit, and managesuccessful
trades. Dozens of chart examples and explanations willguide you each step of
the way and allow the reader to "look overthe shoulder" of a professional trader
hard at work at his craft. This book provides traders with step-by-step
methodologies thatare based on real market tendencies. The strategies in this
bookare presented clearly and in detail, so that anyone who wishes tocan learn
how to trade like a professional. It is written in astyle that is easy to understand,
so that the reader can quicklylearn and use the techniques provided.
My knowledge of currency trading extends over a 14 year period and has evolved
from the old fashioned manual charting when I first started in 2002, to trading on
multiple screens and entering the arena of automated trading. During this time, I
have developed and shared many trading systems for free, and I have also
assisted many new Traders through my various blogs and forum participation.
This book is for those of you who are just starting to consider trading Forex but
don't know where to start, given the abundance of information on the internet. It
is THE first book to read to have an understanding of the very basics. I have
deliberately kept the explanations simple and straightforward so everyone can
understand it. Here is a preview of what is included: What is Forex? Advantages
to Trading Forex When is the Forex Market Open? Forex Pairs - What do the
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numbers mean? Where Do We Trade Forex? What About Choosing a Broker?
Important Information for US based Traders Lot Size and Equivalent Pip Value
Information on Risk News and Fundamental Analysis Technical Analysis RiskReward Ratio Types of Orders How Many Pips is Enough? Trading Psychology
Day Trading or Longer Term Trading? Keeping a Journal or Diary And ..... I will
also provide you with a FREE Bonus Trading System and video content
instructions on how to upload the indicators. Get started now, and gain a basic
understanding of how it all works with this book, BEFORE you jump into the
world of Forex Trading.
This special combination book, Expert Advisor Programming and Advanced
Forex Strategies, will provide you with a solid foundation of the techniques
required for profiting by combining expert advisor programming with advanced
forex strategies. When finished you will have a deep understanding of the forex
market from several angles. The emphasis throughout is on practical
applications. Part 1: Expert Advisor Programming for Beginners: Maximum MT4
Forex Profit Strategies You will discover step by step along with clear visuals on
how to profit with MT4 programming. Automated trading is often shrouded in
mystery along with many misconceptions about who it can benefit. We peal away
the layers of this misunderstood world in the book. Part 2: Expert Advisor and
Forex Trading Strategies: Take Your Expert Advisor and Forex Trading To The
Next Level You will learn advanced trading strategies along with easy to
understand visuals on how to increase profits. This is a unique combination of
manual and automated trading. Therefore it is for the intermediate to advanced
manual trader and those seeking an insight into programmed trading.
The ST Patterns Trading Manual will provide a detailed hourly technical analysis
using EUR/USD pairs for May 2017. Calculations of the results are performed
based on the actual results without rounding off. The strategy shows a good
technical result for the EUR/USD pair in May--equal to about 300% of the initial
deposit. The study of the GBP/USD pair will help readers understand the
importance of determining periods of market uncertainty in a timely fashion.To
demonstrate the flexibility of the strategy settings and the formation of short-term
uncertainty periods, the EUR/USD pair is shown on five-minute charts in one
working day on May 31. For nine hours of work, the result was approximately +
82% of the initial deposit.The month following the first book's «Trading Code is
Open: ST Patterns of the Forex and Futures Exchanges» publication perfectly
demonstrated the possibilities of using the trading system and showed how
almost half of the ST Patterns published in this book operate in practice. The
analysis, based on accurate calculations, will help traders consolidate the
acquired knowledge, and to increase their own skills with Structural Target
Patterns.Over the 18 years I have spent researching dozens of well-known, as
well as not so famous, trading systems, I have not found any that could
demonstrate anything near the results obtained by the ST Patterns trading
method during this arbitrarily chosen time interval. The trading of the EUR/USD
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currency pair is given as the main example in this book. But the algorithm for this
trading, detailed in this book, is also applicable to other currency pairs. The ST
Trading Strategy is also profitable in the Futures, Indices, Commodities and other
liquid markets. Millions of traders are trying to find an effective technical method
for analyzing the movement of exchange charts. Now it has arrived! Note: This
book (ISBN: 1719837996). is with a color interior. You can also buy a book
(ISBN: 171986005X) with black & white interior.
Harriman Classics with a new foreword by James P. O'Shaughnessy If you want
to get rich, no matter how inexperienced you are in investment, this book can
help you. Its message is that you must not avoid risk, nor court it foolhardily, but
learn how to manage it - and enjoy it too. The 12 major and 16 minor Zurich
Axioms contained in this book are a set of principles providing a practical
philosophy for the realistic management of risk, which can be followed
successfully by anyone, not merely the 'experts'. Several of the Axioms fly right in
the face of the traditional wisdom of the investment advice business - yet the
enterprising Swiss speculators who devised them became rich, while many
investors who follow the conventional path do not. Max Gunther, whose father
was one of the original speculators who devised the Axioms, made his first
capital gain on the stock market at the age of 13 and never looked back. Now the
rest of us can follow in his footsteps. Startlingly straightforward, the Axioms are
explained in a book that is not only extremely entertaining but will prove
invaluable to any investor, whether in stocks, commodities, art, antiques or real
estate, who is willing to take risk on its own terms and chance a little to gain a lot.
TWO of Jim's FOREX books are consistently ranked *BEST SELLERS* and this
new book is set to take off! Jim, from Queensland Australia, is a full-time Forex
Trader, currently residing in Vietnam. While Divergence may sound a little
technical and intimidating, Jim assures you that it is easy to understand when
you know what you are looking for. Some even consider Divergence to be a
leading indicator. Basically, it is the difference between what the actual price on
the chart is doing and what an Oscillator type indicator is doing. This book will
use the same principles as his MT4 High Probability Forex Trading Method, but it
is a stand-alone book and concentrates more on trading with Divergence. Jim
has no affiliation with any links included in the book and there are no up-sells or
ongoing costs for this method, his custom indicators, template etc. Also worthy of
mention is that this Method can be used with any other financial instrument that
your MT4 platform offers. Here is an outline of what is included: 1. A
downloadable package which includes Jim's personal custom indicators: QQE
ADV.ex4 QMP Filter 1.01.ex4 P4L PeriodCon 509.ex4 MACD_Platinum.ex4
MACD Platinum Book.tpl Forex Multiple Trade Calculator.xlsx 2. 50+ COLOR
images to explain Forex Trading using divergence (access to download/print) 3.
A video with instructions on how to load the template and indicators to your MT4
platform. 4. The Table of Contents outline includes: What Is Divergence? Setting
Up The Charts The Basic Concept Of This Trading Method Trading With
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Divergence Some Observations About Divergence Various Examples Of
Divergence Entering A Trade After Divergence Has Been Identified Trade
Examples On The GBP/JPY 4hr Chart ‘Tight' Divergence The Smart Way To
Trade This Stop Loss Placement Trade Re-Entry Technique Trend Losing Steam
And Time To Take Action Divergence Formed On The Wrong Side Of The MACD
Platinum Zero Level Trade Management High Risk Money Management
Technique 5. Access to is Facebook Group which has new and experienced
traders contributing, as well as many YouTube videos to help you out.
In High Probability Trading Strategies, author and well-known trading educator
Robert Miner skillfully outlines every aspect of a practical trading plan–from entry
to exit–that he has developed over the course of his distinguished twenty-plusyear career. The result is a complete approach to trading that will allow you to
trade confidently in a variety of markets and time frames. Written with the serious
trader in mind, this reliable resource details a proven approach to analyzing
market behavior, identifying profitable trade setups, and executing and managing
trades–from entry to exit.
50 Pips A Day Forex Strategy Start making consistent profits in the forex market. This
is a very clear and simple to follow forex trading strategy to get you started achieving
consistent profits day after day trading the forex market. It will make you 50 pips per
day or more every day. It is ideal for beginner traders but it will give a great deal of help
to more experienced traders that have not found a clear strategy to make profits
consistenly. Components Support and Resistance Candlesticks Moving Average Time
frame - 4 hours chart It is easy to understand and to put in practice. It has very well
defined entry, stop loss and exit levels. Apart from the strategy, this book also contains
a very useful guide that teaches you how to construct a profitable forex trading system
for yourself and how to avoid trading and money management mistakes. How to Build a
Solid Trading System Are you new to forex trading or just started to trade on a live
account but with not much success ? You need a solid forex trading system based on
sound principles of the forex market, that has clear trading and money management
rules. Do you have a forex trading system and you have been trading with it for a period
of time but still you don't have the success you hoped for ? This can only mean that
your trading system does not take into account the basic trading rules and principles
that any powerful forex trading system incorporates. This book teaches you how to
construct your own powerful forex trading system, what are the most important forex
trading tools that you must include in it, what not to include in your forex trading system,
how to apply solid money management rules and equaly important, how to avoid
making trading mistakes that will cost you when you start to trade with your newly
developed forex system.
Your plain-English guide to currency trading Currency Trading For Dummies is a handson, user-friendly guide that explains how the foreign exchange (ForEx) market works
and how you can become a part of it. Currency trading has many benefits, but it also
has fast-changing financial-trading avenues. ForEx markets are always moving. So how
do you keep up? With this new edition of Currency Trading For Dummies, you'll get the
expert guidance you've come to know and expect from the trusted For Dummies
brand—now updated with the latest information on the topic. Inside, you'll find an easy-toPage 4/16
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follow introduction to the global/ForEx market that explains its size, scope, and players;
a look at the major economic drivers that influence currency values; and the lowdown
on how to interpret data and events like a pro. Plus, you'll discover different types of
trading styles and make a concrete strategy and game plan before you act on anything.
Covers currency trading conventions and tools Provides an insider's look at key
characteristics of successful currency traders Explains why it's important to be
organized and prepared Offers guidance on trading pitfalls to avoid and risk
management rules to live by Whether you're just getting started out in the foreign
exchange market or an experienced trader looking to diversify your portfolio, Currency
Trading For Dummies sets you up for trading success.
Many traders go around searching for that one perfect trading strategy that works all
the time in the global FOREX (foreign exchange/currency) market. Frequently, they will
complain that a strategy doesn't work. Few people understand that successful trading
of the FOREX market entails the application of the right strategy for the right market
condition. 7 Winning Strategies For Trading Forex covers: - Why people should be
paying attention to the FOREX market, which is the world's largest and most liquid
financial market - How understanding the structure of this market can be beneficial to
the independent trader - How to overcome the odds and become a successful trader How you can select high-probability trades with good entries and exits. Grace Cheng
highlights seven trading strategies, each of which is to be applied in a unique way and
is designed for differing market conditions. She shows how traders can use the various
market conditions to their advantage by tailoring the strategy to suit each one. This
revealing book also sheds light on how the FOREX market works, how you can
incorporate sentiment analysis into your trading, and how trading in the direction of
institutional activity can give you a competitive edge in the trading arena. This
invaluable book is ideal for new and current traders wanting to improve their trading
performance. Filled with practical advice, this book is a must-read for traders who want
to know exactly how they can make money in the FOREX market.
A common denominator among most new traders is that, within six months of launching
their new pursuit, they are out of money and out of trading. High-Probability Trading
softens the impact of this "trader's tuition," detailing a comprehensive program for
weathering those perilous first months and becoming a profitable trader. This nononsense book takes a uniquely blunt look at the realities of trading. Filled with real-life
examples and intended for use by both short- and long-term traders, it explores each
aspect of successful trading.
A leading educator makes Forex investing as easy as driving a car In The Forex
Trading Manual, Javier Paz provides easy-to-understand examples of long- and shortterm strategies, best practices for navigating the economic calendar, and applications
for trading a variety of currencies. To make this complex subject simple, he draws
analogies between the different steps of trading in this market to the steps of turning on
and driving a car. You’ll learn: Need-to-know facts about the Forex market Effective
trading strategies Ways to build a coherent Trading Plan Everything you need to know
about return on investment and risk Javier Paz founded formed FXBriefing, a boutique
research firm serving institutional investors, corporate finance officials, and members of
governments. In 2007, he launched ForexDatasource.com, which helps Forex traders
make better choices. Paz is the creator of the FX Hound and mktNus fx technology, the
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broker dealer ranking methodology, and of forecasting models such as the
Fundamental Market Value (FMV) of currencies.
Note: This material includes the "50 pips a day forex trading strategy" Forex Range
Trading With Price Action Lucrative price action range trading system with 95% rate of
success Timeframes - 1 hours and 4 hours If you trade with the trend like the majority
of traders out there, then you probably know by now that following the trend and
jumping in the market when a good opportunity shows itself represents the safest and
most lucrative approach a trader can have if he wants to be successful. However, most
of the times, a problem appears when the trend pauses and the market starts to move
sideways, causing so many trend following traders to lose most or all of their previous
hard earned profits. This book presents a complete forex trading system for trading a
range bound market. It goes from explaining how to spot in time that price is about to
develop a trading range, to managing your stop loss levels and exiting the trade. This is
all done just by reading the price action, this system does not include any technical
indicators. You will learn how to recognize early the shift from trending to sideways
movement that will keep you away from losing trades. You will learn how to identify a
range early and trade it successfully, with clear entry, stop loss, exit levels and with
very good risk reward ratio.
The book is a complete strategy for trading in financial marketsIt is a complete system
for the most powerful methods of analysis using the developed demand and supply
areas with methods, Wyckoff and Price Awe talk about in this book how can usd the
treu supply and demand zone and us price actio candels to confirm the areas
Learn The Best Forex Strategies For High Profit & Reduced Risk! With this book, you
will become an expert on what Forex is as well as how you can use it in order to
building riches. Not only that, but you will find that there are several different strategies
that can be used in order to become a successful trader with Forex. Even if you are an
experienced trader, you may find a strategy that works better for you than what you
have been using before. An undisputable fact would be that many people use Forex
every day as their job or as a hobby. So whether you want to use it as a hobby or as
your everyday job, this book will give you the proper tools that will help you becoming a
successful trader. What you'll learn in this book: What is Forex Trading The History of
Forex How to determine a market's trend Pivot Point Strategy Moving Averages
Strategy Price Action Strategy Turtle Strategy Scalping Strategy Candlestick Strategies
How to Manage your Money While Trading Forex How to Reduce the Risk of a Loss
Tips and Tricks for Succeeding with Forex And much more! This is the ultimate guide
for beginner, intermediate and advanced traders. Take Action Now By Clicking The Buy
Now Button At The Top Of This Page!

All of Jim Brown’s Forex books are consistently ranked ‘Best Sellers’ on a
variety of platforms. Here is why… At no extra cost, or on-costs, Jim shares with
his readers: · His custom indicators for the MT4/MT5 MetaTrader platforms, and
more recently TradingView, as a download package at the end of the book. · An
invitation to join his Facebook and Telegram Groups which have around 6,000
new as well as experienced Forex Traders contributing, including daily interaction
with Jim. · Jim calls his trades live, shares his results and records weekly trade
analysis videos on his YouTube channel. · Contact with Jim should you require
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any clarification on this trading method. Jim, from Queensland Australia, is a fulltime Forex Trader and currently resides in Vietnam. While Divergence may
sound a little technical and intimidating, be assured that it is easy to understand
when you know what you are looking for. Some even consider Divergence to be
a leading indicator. Basically it is the difference between what the actual price on
the chart is doing and what an Oscillator type indicator is doing. This book will
use the same principles in Jim’s very popular book, MT4/5 & TradingView High
Probability Forex Trading Method, but it is a stand-alone book and concentrates
more on trading with Divergence. This method can also be used with any other
financial instrument that your MT4, MT5 or TradingView platform offers. You will
also receive access to a downloadable folder which includes: · Jim’s personal
custom indicators in MT4, MT5 & TradingView format · 50+ images to explain
Forex trading using divergence · The P4L PeriodCon 509 custom indicator for
MT4 · YouTube videos providing instructions how to upload the indicators and
templates onto your MT4, MT5 or TradingView platform · A thorough outline of
Trading Forex with Divergence Jim's other books · MT4/MT5 & TradingView High
Probability Forex Trading Method · Forex Trading: The Basics Explained in
Simple Terms Jim has been featured on · Desire to Trade Podcast with Etienne
Crete · Trading Nuts Podcast with Cam Hawkins
A timely guide to profiting in markets dominated by high frequency trading and
other computer driven strategies Strategies employing complex computer
algorithms, and often utilizing high frequency trading tactics, have placed
individual traders at a significant disadvantage in today's financial markets. It's
been estimated that high-frequency traders—one form of computerized
trading—accounts for more than half of each day's total equity market trades. In
this environment, individual traders need to learn new techniques that can help
them navigate modern markets and avoid being whipsawed by larger,
institutional players. Trading the Measured Move offers a blueprint for profiting
from the price waves created by computer-driven algorithmic and high-frequency
trading strategies. The core of author David Halsey's approach is a novel
application of Fibonnaci retracements, which he uses to set price targets and lowrisk entry points. When properly applied, it allows traders to gauge market
sentiment, recognize institutional participation at specific support and resistance
levels, and differentiate between short-term and long-term trades at various price
points in the market. Provides guidance for individual traders who fear they can't
compete in today's high-frequency dominated markets Outlines specific trade set
ups, including opening gap strategies, breakouts and failed breakout strategies,
range trading strategies, and pivot trading strategies Reveals how to escape
institutional strategies designed to profit from slower-moving market participants
Engaging and informative, Trading the Measured Move will provide you with a
new perspective, and new strategies, to successfully navigate today's computer
driven financial markets
The purpose of this book is to show you how to make money trading Forex.
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Thousands of people, all over the world, are trading Forex and making tons of
money. Why not you? All you need to start trading Forex is a computer and an
Internet connection. You can do it from the comfort of your home, in your spare
time without leaving your day job. And you don't need a large sum of money to
start, you can trade initially with a minimal sum, or better off, you can start
practicing with a demo account without the need to deposit any money. Forex
Trading is very simple and straightforward, we only deal with a pair of currencies,
and it has quite a high profit potential. Forex allows even beginners the
opportunity to succeed with financial trading. Actually people that have minimum
financial track record can easily make money by learning how to trade currencies
online. This book features the in and outs of currency trading as well as
strategies needed to achieve success in the trading. Here are some of the topics
you'll discover while reading the book: * The single most critical factor to Forex
trading success - ignore it at your own perils. * Simple, easy to copy ideas that
will enhance your chances of winning trades. * What you need to succeed in
currency trading. * Advantages of trading Forex. * Effective risk management
strategies to help you minimize your risk and conserve your capital. * Key factors
to successful financial Forex trading. * How to develop Forex trading strategies
and entry and exit signals that work. * A list of easy-to-follow tips to help you
improve your trading successes. * All this and much much more. Table of
Contents 1. Making Money in Forex Trading 2. What is Forex Trading 3. How to
Control Losses with "Stop Loss" 4. How to Use Forex for Hedging 5. Advantages
of Forex Over Other Investment Assets 6. The Basic Forex Trading Strategy 7.
Forex Trading Risk Management 8. What You Need to Succeed in Forex 9.
Technical Analysis As a Tool for Forex Trading Success 10. Developing a Forex
Strategy and Entry and Exit Signals 11. A Few Trading Tips for Dessert Tags:
Forex trading strategies, Forex scalping, Forex trading secrets, Forex trading
manual, currency trading for dummies, Forex trading for beginners, day trading
the currency market, Forex trading system, Forex for dummies, foreign currency
trading.
Have you lost money trading the Forex Markets? Or are you consistently winning
and making a regular income with your trading? Are you watching the markets
without enough confidence to enter trades? Are you spending money in third-part
systems that don't seem to yield you any results? Are you wasting your money
trading without enough knowledge? Do you want to understand the systems and
tactics advanced and professional Forex traders use to build their accounts? If
you aren't achieving the results you want form Forex Trading this book will help
you get there faster and easier. If you only knew that by tweaking and fixing
certain aspects of your trading you could literally start making money right away.
The knowledge and information contained in The Black Book Of Forex Trading
was learned by me after several years of losing, trying and testing. Spending
thousands in systems, courses and coaches to get to where I am now. You could
easily learn the core of what I know by reading this book. And literally change
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your trading forever since the concepts are simple and easy to follow. What
actionable and realistic Forex tactics will you learn? -How to stop struggling with
the markets -How to STOP losing money! -Gain enough confidence to trade,
knowing that you have the right knowledge and the numbers are in your favor
-Adapt any of my THREE proven, powerful yet simple forex trading strategies to
your own needs (day trade, swing trade or position trade) -Start earning money
CONSISTENTLY -Become a profitable trader in four months or less -Fund your
financial freedom and the lifestyle you want with your trading All of this while you
develop a real Forex System to win constantly Trading doesn't have to be
complicated to make you money Aimed for beginner to intermediate traders who
can't yet become successful in their trading, this book will guide you and help you
answer many questions normally other books, courses and gurus won't cover.
Written by a real trader who lost most of his life savings due to bad trading, only
to make them back many times over after learning a Proven, Powerful yet Simple
method that is COMPLETELY laid out for you in this book, no secrets kept. This
book covers the three main areas of trading: 1- Strategies - how to adapt a
winning strategy to your personal lifestyle and needs (no black box or spaghetti
charts full of indicators and lines, just simple and pure price action, easy to read
and follow) 2. Money Management - How to optimize and maximize your
winnings without risking too much 3. Get control of your emotions and become a
better trader - Why most traders let their emotions rule their trading and a few
simple steps to control how your mind play tricks to you while you trade. At the
end of the book you will find a very simple to follow yet very powerful blueprint to
plan your next months, get control of your financial future and achieve your
trading success. Download your Copy of The Black Book of Forex Trading NOW
and change your trading forever P.S. You'll be able to notice a difference within
24 hours
NEW EDITION! (October 2018). The proven system of trade--based on Structural
Target Patterns (ST Patterns)--presented in this book is able to bring a monthly
profit equal to 100% or more (on average) of the deposit amount. To be
successful in today's Forex, Futures, Indices, Commodities and other liquid
markets, most of the knowledge and trading techniques accumulated over the
last two centuries are not needed at all. The technical portion of a profitable
trading system only needs to include the ST Patterns strategy. This method of
assessing market movements by using target models gives traders clear and
unambiguous signals regarding their actions in the present moment. The graphic
figures presented here build upon each other iteratively to create a clear picture
of market conditions. Unlike the claims of the most popular technical and
fundamental analysis methods, the trading system in this book does not predict
market behavior. I no longer need any predictions about prices because their
movements have become obvious to me. Following the ST Patterns method,
managing trading positions becomes simple. It took me many years to establish
and improve this trading system, and now it is ready to be used by you. I believe
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that, at the very least, this book can save traders' time and money. You can
spend a whole lifetime in search of the Holy Grail, but it is possible to solve the
problems associated with trading in just a few days. The present determines the
future! Opportunities to use ST patterns are included in the free preview of the
first pages of this book. Note: This book (ISBN: 1719837384). is with a color
interior. You can also buy a book (ISBN: 1719859833) with black & white
interior.The month following the book's «Trading Code is Open» publication
perfectly demonstrated the possibilities of using the trading system and showed
how almost half of the ST Patterns published in this book operate in practice. The
technical analysis presented in «Forex Strategy: ST Patterns Trading Manual,
EUR/USD Chart Analysis Step by Step, 300% for One Month» book, based on
accurate calculations, will help traders consolidate the acquired knowledge, and
to increase their own skills with Structural Target Patterns. The study of the
GBP/USD pair will help readers understand the importance of determining
periods of market uncertainty in a timely fashion. To demonstrate the flexibility of
the strategy settings and the formation of short-term uncertainty periods, the
EUR/USD pair is shown on five-minute charts in one working day on May 31. For
nine hours of work, the result was approximately + 82% of the initial deposit.
all what you need to program mql4 automated trading robot programmer (EA for
Metatrader4)
Forex For Beginners is the prequel to my first two books, A Three Dimensional
Approach to Forex Trading, and A Complete Guide to Volume Price Analysis. It is
your primer to the world of forex. It has been written to lay the foundations and
provide the framework for getting started in the world of forex, in what I believe is
the correct way. My other books then build on what you will learn here, to further
develop your trading skills and knowledge. What I try to do in all my books, is to
show you how to apply that knowledge to help you become a more confident
trader. After all, learning is all well and good, but if we are not taught how to apply
that knowledge in a practical way, then it is of little use. It is the application of
knowledge that empowers, and this is what I have tried to do here, and in my
online training rooms, and all my books. There are of course many books about
forex trading. What is different about this book, is the focus on those aspects of
trading which I believe are fundamental. After all, there are only two questions we
need to answer when considering a position in the market:- What is the risk on
this trade - high, medium or low? What is the financial risk on this trade? The first
is the hardest question to answer, and the book will explain in detail the analysis
and approach to use, in order to answer this question with confidence. The
second question is more straightforward and is answered provided you have an
understanding of risk, money management and position sizing in relation to your
trading capital. Again, this is covered in detail in the book. As the tag line on the
front cover says 'What you need to know to get started, and everything in
between' which really sums up what you will learn. The book explains everything,
from the pure mechanics to the trading methodology that I advocate, and which I
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have used in all my own trading and investing for over 17 years. Forex For
Beginners is also dedicated to all those traders who have asked me to write such
an introduction, based on my knowledge and my methodology. This book is for
you.
A streamlined and highly effective approach to trading without indicators Most
forex traders rely on technical analysis books written for stock, futures, and
option traders. However, long before computers and calculators, traders were
trading naked. Naked trading is the simplest (and oldest) trading method. It's
simply trading without technical indicators, and that is exactly what this book is
about. Traders who use standard technical indicators focus on the indicators.
Traders using naked trading techniques focus on the price chart. Naked trading is
a simple and superior way to trade and is suited to those traders looking to
quickly achieve expertise with a trading method. Offers a simpler way for traders
to make effective decisions using the price chart Based on coauthor Walter
Peters method of trading and managing money almost exclusively without
indicators Coauthor Alexander Nekritin is the CEO and President of
TradersChoiceFX, one of the largest Forex introducing brokers in the world
Naked Forex teaches traders how to profit the simple naked way!
MT4 High Probability Forex Trading MethodCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Note: the book also includes "50 pips a day forex strategy" book Trade the Momentum Forex
Price Action Trading System that will earn you 200 pips every week and more. Low Risk-High
Reward trading. Components: -Market Profile Techniques -Forex Momentum and Direction
-Moving Average -Support and Resistance levels. Timeframes: 15minutes and 4hour charts
This is a very profitable foreign exchange trading system that can make 200 pips per week
easily by identifying and capitalizing on the strong market momentum. The book contains the
detailed trading system with many chart exemplifications. It is a great system for the beginner
trader that has not been able so far to construct a solid trading strategy for himself. Like all
good forex trading systems it has solid rules that should always be respected and a very strong
money management component. It also has clear and very strict entry, stop loss and exit rules.
Contact: damirlaurentiu@yahoo.com
The first guide to programming in MQL5 is here! Expert Advisor Programming for MetaTrader 5
is a practical guide to creating automated trading strategies in the MQL5 language. Take
advantage of MetaTrader 5's new features and take your trading to the next level!You'll learn
how to program expert advisors quickly and easily using a ready-made framework created by
an experienced MQL programmer.
Please check out the reviews on the smaller print book which has been around for a couple of
years - it's the same book, just in larger print!All of Jim's FOREX books are consistently ranked
BEST SELLERS on Amazon and there is a very good reason for this. At no extra cost (or oncosts) Jim shares with his readers: His custom indicators for the MT4/MT5 MetaTrader
platform as a download at the end of the book. An invitation to join his Facebook Group and
Telegram Group which has new as well as experienced Forex Traders contributing. Day-to-day
interaction in his Facebook Group and Telegram Group. He calls his trades live, shares his
results AND records a variety of trade analysis videos. His contact details if you require further
clarification. Jim, from Queensland Australia, is a full-time Forex Trader, currently residing in
Vietnam. His knowledge of currency trading extends over a 17 year period and has evolved
from the old fashioned manual charting when he first started in 2002, to trading on multiple
screens and entering the arena of automated trading. During this time, he has developed and
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shared many trading systems for free, and assisted many new traders through various blogs
and forum participation. This book is for those of you who are just starting to consider trading
Forex but don't know where to start, given the abundance of information on the internet. It is a
good first book to read, to gain an understanding of the very basics. As an added Bonus, Jim
offers one of his Trading Systems, as well as the indicators without any further on-costs.Check
out his YouTube vids, chat with him on Facebook - he's an approachable guy who is
passionate about trading. Here Is an outline of what is included: What is Forex? Advantages of
Trading Forex When the Forex market is open Forex pairs Where we trade Forex Choosing a
Broker Important information for US based traders Lot size and equivalent pip value
Information on risk News and fundamental analysis Technical analysis Risk-reward ratio Types
of orders How many pips is enough Trading psychology Day trading or longer term trading?
Keeping a journal or diary Jim's other books MT4/MT5 High Probability Forex Trading Method
Trading Forex with Divergence on MT4/MT5 What people are saying...I was a bit skeptical
prior to ordering this as it is only 72 pages in length. However the author covered concepts and
principles in very direct and easy to understand manner. I have read other authors that would
have no doubt used three times the verbiage and none of the clarity possessed by Jim Brown.
All in all I am very pleased with my purchase. - Darrell R Allen Buy "Forex for Dummies" or
something similar for a detailed background of Forex, then buy this book. It is well written and
to the point. I recently paid $40 for a system which did not do much but generate daily emails
promoting many more expensive systems. Jim's free system is easy to implement and follow,
and it works. Also, there is no upselling. I felt that he wants people to succeed. I also bought
his other book, which includes another free system. Both will be valuable to new Forex traders
like myself. - Terrence E Winnie This book, using an easy language, explains all things needed
to start trading Forex. The included bonus system is also very easy to understand. The system
gave me for example 125 pips trading EURUSD on 16 th June. - Amazon Customer
Have you heard the stories of people making huge returns in Forex Trading? Are you worried
you're going to lose money? The truth is that for one person to make money, another person
has to lose. Once you understand that, you can learn about money management, risk
assessment, and position sizing. With the proper skills, you can be the one making money on
currency, not losing it. Will you make money when the market opens tomorrow? Once you've
mastered the principles in this book, you can feel comfortable knowing that your risk has been
reduced, you're in a winning position, with your capital safe, and sound. No more stress,
staring at your screen, trying to master spreadsheets of constant fluctuations, or losing sleep
on it. In this guide you will discover a way of trading forex that protects your money, and helps
you make money online with good short-term, and long-term returns. Take Away The Risk The
strategies used in this book are a blueprint for success unlike anything you have ever seen or
heard of before. You will learn: Valuable insight into trader psychology it considers
compounded average rates of return it calculates exact risk per trade and it lowers risk across
all asset classes. Are you ready to be on the winning team? Scroll back up and buy the book
now, so you can master the Forex skills you need to make money today!
Proven Forex Money Making Strategy shows you step-by-step, how to make money trading
the Forex markets like the PROS, spending just 15 minutes a day, while avoiding the mistakes
that beginning and struggling traders make. Do you want to protect your capital while
generating exciting returns?Do you want to become a confident and profitable forex
trader?Would you like to trade forex for a living?If you answer yes to all the above questions
then Forex is the ideal business and Proven Forex Money Making Strategy will show you how
to model the most successful retail traders, so that you can preserve your capital, generate
exciting returns, become a confident and profitable trader and finally trade for a living.
FOREX - The Basics Explained in Simple Terms (includes a FREE Bonus Trading System and
also links through to video content instructions on how to upload the indicators provided for the
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system) This is not an upsell to any other product or service My knowledge of currency trading
extends over a 14 year period and has evolved from the old fashioned manual charting when I
first started in 2002, to trading on multiple screens and entering the arena of automated
trading. During this time, I have developed and shared many trading systems for free, and I
have also assisted many new Traders through my various blogs and forum participation. This
book is for those of you who are just starting to consider trading Forex but don't know where to
start, given the abundance of information on the internet. It is THE first book to read to have an
understanding of the very basics. I have deliberately kept the explanations simple and
straightforward so everyone can understand it. Here is a preview of what is included: What is
Forex? Advantages to Trading Forex When is the Forex Market Open? Forex Pairs - What do
the numbers mean? Where Do We Trade Forex? What About Choosing a Broker? Important
Information for US based Traders Lot Size and Equivalent Pip Value Information on Risk News
and Fundamental Analysis Technical Analysis Risk-Reward Ratio Types of Orders How Many
Pips is Enough? Trading Psychology Day Trading or Longer Term Trading? Keeping a Journal
or Diary Get started now, and gain a basic understanding of how it all works with this book,
BEFORE you jump into the world of Forex Trading and you are welcome to join me on my
newly created Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1575762126072998/
Jim's FOREX books are consistently ranked BEST SELLERS on Amazon and there is a very
good reason for this. At no extra cost (or on-costs) Jim shares with his readers: His custom
indicators for the MT4 MetaTrader platform, as a download at the end of the book. AND
anyone who has received these indicators will also receive the MT5 version of his files when
they have been programmed. An invitation to join his Facebook Group which has new as well
as experienced Forex Traders contributing. Daily interaction in his Facebook Group He calls
his trades live, shares his results AND records a weekly trade analysis video. His contact
details if you require further clarification. Jim, from Queensland Australia, is a full-time Forex
Trader and currently resides in Vietnam. This book will provide you with a reliable and robust
trading method which Jim has refined via manual testing, demo testing and live trading. Jim's
High Probability Trading Method can be traded on any time frame you choose. He has a
personal preference for the 4hr charts or the daily charts as these are time frames he is
comfortable with but of course, he acknowledges that there are different strokes for different
folks when it comes to time availability, preferred time-frames, lifestyle choices etc. You many
not wish to conduct your actual trading off an MT4 platform, however as this method relies on
the use of Jim's indicators which he arranged to be specifically built for the platform, you will
need to at least download a free MT4 demonstration version to enable you to conduct your
trade analysis, and then place your actual trades on your preferred Broker's platform. Although
Jim concentrates solely on Forex trading, there is no reason why you could not trade this
method on other financial instruments offered by many MT4 brokers such as Bitcoin, Oil,
Precious metals, Commodities, Stock Indices, Individual stocks. Jim's other books Trading
Forex with Divergence on MT4 *NEW (expands on Divergence mentioned in the High
Probability book) Forex Trading: The Basics Explained in Simple Terms

Jared Martinez traded the forex market for a decade through the 1980s and ’90s
before he discovered that successful trading requires 10 percent skill and 90
percent emotional intelligence. He founded the Market Traders Institute on that
underlying principle, and now MTI is the most established leader in forex
education worldwide. Jared is known as “FXCHIEF” in the industry, and now, in
The Forex Mindset, he shares his secrets with you. Leadership experts and
corporate executives are just waking up to what the FXCHIEF has known for
more than 15 years—emotional intelligence matters. With The Forex Mindset, you
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get up close and personal with greed and fear, the two leading forces in the
market. Everyone gets in for greed, but without a healthy understanding of fear,
you may be in for one of the worst journeys of your life. This performanceoriented guidebook features a potent synthesis of psychology and strategy that
will exponentially increase your ability to acquire wealth as a trader. Even veteran
traders with bulletproof trading strategies are doomed to fail if they don’t know
themselves. The Forex Mindset prepares you to be a successful trader by
helping you identify your unique psychological strengths and weaknesses and
how you naturally behave in times of financial crisis. With a newfound
understanding of yourself, you can use this book to map out your own path to
wealth by: Delving into human nature and market behavior Learning how to
improve your emotional intelligence Doing what top traders do to control their
emotions in trades and in times of crisis Implementing authoritative strategies for
effective thinking in a state of fear If you want to make a living from trading forex,
apply the lessons in The Forex Mindset and you’re already 90 percent there!
“Forex Trading Strategies” is a complete guide of most popular and widely used
strategies in Forex trade. You can read about day trading and its main types,
understand the strategies based on market analysis, learn about portfolio and
algorithmic trading, and many more. The book represents the ins and outs of
each strategy - why and how it is used and how to get profit from trade. It is
suitable for all traders who are novice in trade or want to improve their skills. All
the strategies classified and explained here are for educational purposes and can
be applied by each trader in a different way.
Note: this book includes the "50 pips a day forex strategy" book Follow Price
Action Trends Forex Price Action Trading System that will help you make 1000
pips per month Timeframes used: 1hour-4hours / 4hours-daily / daily-weekly
Component Forex Price Action Trends Summary This is a very lucrative forex
price action system that identifies changes in price action trends on the one hour
chart. It has the capability to deliver thousands of pips in the long run because it
generates trade setups at the beginning of the trend and stays with it almost to its
finish line thanks to a very clear set of rules regarding entry and stop loss levels
All of Jim Brown’s Forex books are consistently ranked ‘Best Sellers’ on
Amazon! Here is why… At no extra cost, or on-costs, Jim shares with his readers:
· His custom indicators for the MT4/MT5 MetaTrader platforms, and more
recently TradingView, as a download package at the end of the book. · An
invitation to join his Facebook and Telegram Groups which have around 6,000
new as well as experienced Forex Traders contributing, including daily interaction
with Jim. · Jim calls his trades live, shares his results and records weekly trade
analysis videos on his YouTube channel. · Contact with Jim should you require
any clarification on this trading method. Jim, from Queensland Australia, is a fulltime Forex Trader and currently resides in Vietnam. This particular book provides
a reliable and robust trading method which Jim has refined over many months on
both demo and live trading. Jim uses the popular MetaTrader platforms to trade.
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These are more commonly referred to as MT4 or MT5, and there are many
reputable brokers who offer these platforms. As mentioned above, the method is
now also available to be traded on the very popular web-based TradingView
platform. Although Jim concentrates solely on Forex trading, there is no reason
why you could not trade this method on other financial instruments offered by
many brokers. These may include: · Oil · Precious metals · Commodities · Stock
indices · Individual stocks · Cryptocurrencies You may not wish to conduct your
actual trading off the Metatrader or TradingView platforms, however, as this
method relies on the use of Jim's custom indicators which he had specifically built
for Metatrader and TradingView, you will need to at least download a free
MT4/MT5 or TV demonstration platform to enable you to conduct your trade
analysis, and then place your actual trades on your preferred Broker's platform.
Jim's other books · Trading Forex with Divergence on MT4/MT5 & TradingView
(expands on Divergence mentioned in Jim’s High Probability book) · Forex
Trading: The Basics Explained in Simple Terms Jim has been featured on ·
Desire to Trade Podcast with Etienne Crete · Trading Nuts Podcast with Cam
Hawkins
Are you tired of losing your hard-earned money to misguided forex trades? Do
you dream of making a huge fortune to set yourself free financially, but don't
have the time or the skills to execute superior trading strategies? If yes, then this
book is just the thing for you!
Forex trading for beginners can be especially tough. This is mostly due to
unrealistic expectations that are common among newcomers. What you need to
know is that currency trading is by no means a get-rich-quick scheme. On this
page, you will receive an introduction to the Forex market, how it works, and key
terminology, along with the benefits of trading different currencies.
This is the true story behind Wall Street legend Richard Dennis, his disciples, the
Turtles, and the trading techniques that made them millionaires. What happens
when ordinary people are taught a system to make extraordinary money?
Richard Dennis made a fortune on Wall Street by investing according to a few
simple rules. Convinced that great trading was a skill that could be taught to
anyone, he made a bet with his partner and ran a classified ad in the Wall Street
Journal looking for novices to train. His recruits, later known as the Turtles, had
anything but traditional Wall Street backgrounds; they included a professional
blackjack player, a pianist, and a fantasy game designer. For two weeks, Dennis
taught them his investment rules and philosophy, and set them loose to start
trading, each with a million dollars of his money. By the time the experiment
ended, Dennis had made a hundred million dollars from his Turtles and created
one killer Wall Street legend. In The Complete Turtle Trader, Michael W. Covel,
bestselling author of Trend Following and managing editor of TurtleTrader.com,
the leading website on the Turtles, tells their riveting story with the first ever on
the record interviews with individual Turtles. He describes how Dennis
interviewed and selected his students, details their education and experiences
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while working for him, and breaks down the Turtle system and rules in full. He
reveals how they made astounding fortunes, and follows their lives from the
original experiment to the present day. Some have grown even wealthier than
ever, and include some of today's top hedge fund managers. Equally important
are those who passed along their approach to a second generation of Turtles,
proving that the Turtles' system truly is reproducible, and that anyone with the
discipline and the desire to succeed can do as well as—or even better than—Wall
Street's top hedge fund wizards. In an era full of slapdash investing advice and
promises of hot stock tips for "the next big thing," as popularized by pundits like
Jim Cramer of Mad Money, the easy-to-follow objective rules of the TurtleTrader
stand out as a sound guide for truly making the most out of your money. These
rules worked—and still work today—for the Turtles, and any other investor with the
desire and commitment to learn from one of the greatest investing stories of all
time.
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